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AbstratWe study the apaitated vertex over problem, a generalization of the well-known vertexover problem. Given a graph G = (V;E), the goal is to over all the edges by piking aminimum over using the verties. When we pik a vertex, we an over up to a pre-spei�ednumber of edges inident on this vertex (its apaity). The problem is learly NP-hard as itgeneralizes the well-known vertex over problem. Previously, approximation algorithms withan approximation fator of 2 were developed with the assumption that an arbitrary number ofopies of a vertex may be hosen in the over. If we are allowed to pik at most a �xed number ofopies of eah vertex, the approximation algorithm beomes muh more omplex. Chuzhoy andNaor (FOCS, 2002 ) have shown that the weighted version of this problem is at least as hard asset over; in addition, they developed a 3-approximation algorithm for the unweighted version.We give a 2-approximation algorithm for the unweighted version, improving the Chuzhoy-Naorbound of 3 and mathing (up to lower-order terms) the best approximation ratio known for thevertex over problem.Key Words and Phrases: Approximation algorithms, apaitated overing, set over, vertexover, linear programming, randomized rounding.
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1 IntrodutionCovering problems suh as set over and faility loation are fundamental in ombinatorial opti-mization. Reent years have witnessed muh interest in the apaitated versions of suh overingproblems, modeling, e.g., failities that an serve a bounded number of ustomers, failities thatannot be repliated an unbounded number of times, et. In partiular, apaitated versions of thevertex over problem have reeived attention reently. We improve on previous results and presenta 2-approximation algorithm for this problem; this annot be improved further unless we an solvethe standard (unapaitated) vertex over problem to within a fator better than 2.Bakground. Vertex over is a speial ase of the set-over problem; reall that set over requiresthe seletion of a minimum number (or minimum ost) olletion of subsets that over a givenuniverse. The set-over problem with hard apaities generalizes the set-over problem in thatsets have apaity bounds on the number of elements that they an over. In a seminal paper,Johnson gave the �rst (greedy) logarithmi ratio approximation for the unweighted unapaitatedset over problem [10℄. This was generalized by Chv�atal [3℄ to the weighted unapaitated ase,and further generalized by Dobson [6℄ to approximating to within a logarithmi ratio the integerlinear program min  �x subjet to Ax � b, with all the entries in A non-negative integers. A muhmore general result is given by Wolsey [20℄, giving a logarithmi ratio approximation algorithm forsubmodular overing problems. Vertex over and set over with hard apaities are both examplesof submodular overing problems. Hene [20℄ gave the �rst nontrivial (logarithmi) approximationfor the apaitated versions of these problems. Researh has also been onduted on the multi-setmulti-over problem. In this problem, the input sets are multi-sets, i.e., an element an appear ina set more than one. The problem with unbounded set apaities an be de�ned as the followinginteger program (IP): minfwTxjAx � d; 0 � x � b; x 2 Zg. The natural linear programming (LP)relaxation of this problem has an unbounded integrality gap. Dobson [6℄ gave a greedy algorithmahieving a guarantee of H(max1�j�nAij); here, H(t) is the Harmoni funtion Pti=1 1=i. Carr etal. [4℄ gave a p-approximation algorithm, where p denotes the maximum number of variables in anyonstraint; their algorithm is based on a stronger LP-relaxation. Kolliopoulos and Young [15℄ havepresented an O(logn){approximation algorithm for this problem.A problem losely related to set over with hard apaities is faility loation with hard a-paities. Here, we are given a set of failities F and a set of lients C. There is a ost funtion whih de�nes the ost of assigning a lient to a faility. Eah faility j 2 F has a ost fj, a boundbj denoting the number of available opies of j and apaity kj denoting the maximum number oflients that an be assigned to an open faility. Eah lient i has demand gi. The goal is to openfailities so that eah lient an be assigned to some open faility. The objetive is to minimizethe total ost of open failities and the ost of assigning the lients to them. A logarithmi greedyapproximation problem for the unapaitated ase appears in [13℄ and for the apaitated ase andsome generalizations in [2℄. Slightly improved (still logarithmi) bounds for the unapaitated aseare presented in [21℄ using randomized methods. For the ase of metri faility loation with hardapaities, P�al, Tardos and Wexler [17℄ gave a (9 + �)-approximation algorithm using loal searh.All of the above results involve substantially more work for the apaitated ase, as omparedto the unapaitated ases. This is also true in our ontext, as we desribe next.Our Problem and Results. The apaitated vertex over problem an be de�ned as follows.Let G = (V;E) be an undireted graph with vertex set V and edge set E. We are also giventhree non-negative quantities for eah vertex v: a weight wv, apaity kv, and \number of allowedopies" bv. We assume that kv and bv are integers. A apaitated vertex over is a funtion that3



determines a value xv 2 f0; 1; : : : ; bvg, 8v 2 V suh that there exists an orientation of the edgesof G in whih the number of edges direted into vertex v 2 V is at most kvxv. (In words, we anhoose at most bv opies of v; eah suh opy an over at most kv edges inident on v. These edgesare said to be overed by or assigned to v.) The weight of the over is Pv2V xvwv. The minimumapaitated vertex over problem is that of omputing a minimum weight apaitated over.The problem generalizes the minimum weight vertex over problem whih an be obtainedby setting kv = jV j � 1 for every v 2 V . The main di�erene is that in the standard vertex overproblem, by piking a node v in the over, we an over all edges inident to v; in the problem athand, hoosing one opy of v lets us over at most kv edges inident on v.Motivated by an appliation in glyobiology, Guha et al. [9℄ studied the version of the problemin whih bv is unbounded. They obtain an approximation algorithm, with an approximation fatorof 2, using a primal-dual approah. They also gave a 4-approximate solution using LP-rounding.Gandhi et al. [8℄ gave a 2-approximate solution using LP-rounding for the same problem. Theproblem beomes signi�antly harder when the values bv are bounded. For arbitrary weights on theverties, the work of Chuzhoy and Naor [5℄ shows the surprising result that the problem is at leastas hard to approximate as the set over problem; thus, an approximation guarantee of (1 � �) lnnfor any positive onstant �, would imply that NP � DTIME[nlog log n℄ [7℄ (see also [18℄). Forthe unweighted ase (i.e., where wv = 1 for all v), an elegant 3-approximation algorithm for thisproblem is presented in [5℄. This algorithm uses randomized rounding of an LP relaxation followedby an alteration step. The algorithm and its analysis are quite subtle: indeed, the ombination ofbounded apaities and opies seems to be highly nontrivial to deal with.In this paper, we modify the algorithm of Chuzhoy and Naor in two ruial ways to obtaina 2-approximate solution for the unweighted ase. We add a pre-proessing step in whih we �xthe number of opies of ertain apaity-1 verties. After �xing the number of opies of theseverties we solve the relaxation of the integer linear program. We also modify their alteration stepin an important way that helps bound the ost of the alteration step in a better way. The best-known approximation algorithms for the standard (unapaitated) vertex over problem ahieve anapproximation ratio of (2� o(1)) for arbitrary graphs [1, 11, 12℄; see [14℄ for a nie overview. It isan outstanding open question if the problem an be approximated to within (2�
(1)). Sine anyimprovement to our 2{approximation would immediately yield suh an improvement for standardvertex over, it appears hallenging to improve our approximation to (2� 
(1)).The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Setions 2 and 3 desribe a natural IP formulationof the problem and our algorithm, respetively. Our algorithm is then analyzed in Setion 4, andonluding remarks are made in Setion 5.2 IP Formulation and RelaxationA natural IP formulation of the problem is as follows, as in [9℄. In this formulation, yev = 1 if andonly if the edge e is overed by vertex v. Clearly, the values of x in a feasible solution orrespondto a apaitated over. While we do not need the onstraint \8v 2 e 2 E, xv � yev" for the IPformulation, this onstraint will play an important role in the relaxation. (In fat, without thisonstraint, there is a large integrality gap between the best frational and integral solutions.) Forany vertex v, let E(v) denote the set of edges inident on v.
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Minimize Pv xv subjet toyeu + yev = 1 e = fu; vg 2 E;kvxv � Xe2E(v) yev � 0 v 2 V;xv � yev v 2 e 2 E;yev 2 f0; 1g v 2 e 2 E;xv 2 f0; 1; : : : ; bvg v 2 V: (1)
In the LP relaxation, we let the yev lie in [0; 1℄, and let eah xv be in the range [0; bv ℄. We makea ouple of observations regarding the IP formulation and this relaxation.First, suppose we have the above IP formulation, and that we wish to hek if there is a feasibleintegral solution. This an be done eÆiently by applying a standard ow proedure. as follows.Let B = (A1; A2; F ) be a bipartite graph in whih eah node in A1 represents an edge in E andeah vertex in A2 represents a vertex in V . An edge (e; v) is in F i� in G, the edge e is inident tovertex v. Construt a ow network in whih the soure is onneted to all verties in A1 and eahvertex in A2 is onneted to the sink. The apaities of the edges in F is 1. The apaities of theedges emanating from the soure are all 1; the apaity of an edge from any node v 2 A2 to thesink is kvbv. Now, there is a feasible solution to our problem i� the maximum ow value from thesoure to the sink is jEj.Seond, suppose we have a feasible solution (x0; y0) to the LP relaxation where x0 is integraland y0 is real; this an be onverted to an integral solution (x; y) of no higher ost easily as follows.Construt a ow network just as in the previous paragraph, with the di�erene that the apaity ofan edge going from a node representing v 2 V to the sink, is kvx0v. A maximum ow omputationwill give us the desired integral solution sine there is always an integral ow in a network withinteger apaities, of value the same as a frational ow.3 AlgorithmOur algorithm di�ers from the Chuzhoy-Naor algorithm in the following two ways. We perform apre-proessing step (Step 1) in whih we deide the number of opies of apaity-1 verties to beinluded in our solution. Our alteration step (Step 5) is also di�erent than the alteration step usedin the Chuzhoy-Naor algorithm. Both these hanges are ruial to our analysis. Let (x0; y0) be asolution in whih x0 is an integral vetor and y0 is frational. One we have suh a solution, we anonvert it to a solution (x0; y00) in whih y00 is integral (as shown in Setion 2). We intersperse thesteps of the algorithm with a few learly marked remarks, to give the reader a sense of how we areproeeding.1. Pre-Proessing. In this step, we try and diminish the values bv for apaity-1 verties v, asmuh as possible. Let b0v denote the number of available opies of a vertex v 2 V at the end of thisstep. Initially, b0v = bv. For a vertex v whih is not a apaity-1 vertex, b0v does not hange. For aapaity-1 vertex v, b0v may hange during the ourse of this step; this is done as follows. Considerthe urrent n-dimensional vetor (b0v : v 2 V ).Find some v (if any) so that kv = 1 and reduing b0v by 1 maintains feasibility (thefeasibility-heking an be done as desribed in Setion 2). If suh a vertex v exists,then we set b0v  b0v � 1 and repeat. 5



Finally, if b0v = 0, then kv is reset to 0. (Thus, for the rest of the disussion, any referene to aapaity-1 vertex would mean a apaity-1 vertex with a non-zero b0-value.)Remark: We note that in the end of the preproessing step, the optimal value of the resultinginstane has the same value as the original instane - we prove this in Lemma 4.3. Thus, at theend of this step, we are left with a set of non-negative integer values b0v � bv for all v, suh that:(P1) b0v = bv if kv � 2;(P2) the IP formulation with bv replaed by b0v for all v, has a feasible solution; and(P3) the IP formulation beomes infeasible if we derease b0v for any one apaity-1 vertex v, whilekeeping all other b0 values the same.2. LP Solution. Solve the LP relaxation with the additional onstraint \xv = b0v for eah apaity-1 vertex v". We have from (P2) that this problem is feasible. Let (x; y) denote the solution of thisLP relaxation.To failitate the disussion of the remainder of the algorithm, let us introdue some notation.� U := fu j xu � 1=2g.� U := V n U .� E0 := f(u; v) j u 2 U; v 2 U; (u; v) 2 Eg.� Reall that E(u) denotes the set of edges inident on u.� 8u 2 U; �u := dxue�xudxue ; note that 0 � �u � 1=2 sine xu � 1=2.Note that there are no edges within U .3. Partial Cover. We remark that from this point on, our goal is to onstrut a feasible solution(x0; y0) to the LP relaxation, where x0 is integral.Let u 2 U . First, we \round it up": we set x0u := dxue. Next, for any edge e = (u; v) 2 E n E0,set y0eu = yeu and y0ev = yev. Also, for eah edge e = (u; v) 2 E0, with u 2 U , de�ne:y0eu = min(1; yeudxue=xu) = min(1; (1� yev)dxuedxue(1� �u) ) = min(1; 1� yev1� �u );
hev = ( 0 if y0eu = 11� y0eu = yev��u1��u otherwiseDe�ne, for all u 2 U : E0(u) := fe = (u; v)je 2 E0 ^ hev > 0g and du := jE0(u)j. We also de�neE00(u) := fe = (u; v)je 2 E0 ^ hev = 0g. Similarly, for v 2 U , E0(v) := fe = (u; v)je 2 E0 ^ hev > 0gand dv := jE0(v)j. For u 2 U , de�ne hu =Pe=(u;v)2E0(u) hev.Remark: Sine we have rounded u up from xu to x0u = dxue, the ontribution of u toward overingedge e = (u; v) 2 E0(u) is y0eu. (See also Fig. 1.) To over all the edges in E0(u) frationally, we are6



going to need an additional overage of hu =Pe=(u;v)2E0(u) hev. Note that for the remaining edges,they are fully (frationally) overed by nodes in U . In the following steps we will get the neessaryadditional overage from verties in U . (If we onsider a solution where we only pik nodes in U ,then eah node u has an exess of hu of frational demand assigned to it.)4. Randomized Rounding. Round eah vertex v 2 U to 1 (i.e., set x0v = 1) independently withprobability 2xv . Let I be the set of verties that are rounded to 1 in this step. For eah edgee = (u; v) 2 E0(v) suh that v 2 I, de�ne y0ev = yev=xv . Also reset y0eu = 1� y0ev.Remark: y0ev is the ontribution of v towards overing e. By onstraint (1), Pe2E0(v) yev=xv =Pe2E0(v) y0ev � kv. In fat for all nodes hosen in I we have y0ev � yev � hev.5. Alteration. Let P � U be the verties that still need some help from verties in U , i.e.,P = fu 2 U : Pe=(u;v)2E0(u);v2I y0ev < hug.Remark: In this step, we will hoose a set of verties I 0 � U n I, suh that8u 2 P; Xe=(u;v)2E0(u);v2I y0ev + Xe=(u;v);v2I0 y0ev � hu;where for eah vertex v 2 I 0, y0ev is set aording to step () below. For eah vertex u 2 P , wede�ne a set of verties helpers(u). Eah vertex in helpers(u) ontributes towards hu. Eah vertexin I 0 belongs to exatly one suh set helpers(u).Initially, I 0  ; and helpers(u) ;;8u 2 P . Perform the following four steps until P is empty:(a) Pik an arbitrary vertex u 2 P .(b) Consider any edge (u; v) suh that v 2 U n (I [ I 0). Do the following:{ x0v  1;{ helpers(u) helpers(u) [ fvg; and{ I 0  I 0 [ fvg.Now let P 0v = fw 2 P : w 6= u; e0 = (w; v) 2 E0g.() For eah w 2 P 0v and e0 = (w; v), set y0e0v = ye0v and set y0e0w = 1 � y0e0v. Set y0ev = 1 andy0eu = 0, where e = (u; v). (We will prove that this does not violate the apaity of v inLemma 4.5.)(d) For eah vertex w 2 (fug [ P 0v), if Pe=(w;a);a2I[I0 y0ea � hw, then remove w from P .Now that P is empty, we have a feasible solution (x0; y0) in whih x0 is integral and y0 may befrational. For eah edge e = (u; v) 2 E0 suh that v 62 I [ I 0, set y0ev = 0 and y0eu = 1. In addition,set x0v = 0 for v 2 U n (I [ I 0).6. Integral Solution. Convert (x0; y0) to an integral solution of no higher ost, as shown inSetion 2.This ompletes the desription of the algorithm.7



4 AnalysisIn Step 5 of the algorithm we hoose the set of verties I 0 and inlude them as part of our over.We have to aount for the ost of these verties. Note that for eah vertex v 2 I 0 there is exatlyone vertex u 2 P , suh that v 2 helpers(u). We will harge u the ost of adding v to our solution.Note that in the LP solution the ost of vertex u is xu = dxue(1��u). In our solution, vertex u 2 Upays for itself and for the verties in helpers(u).Our primary goal. Our primary goal will be to show that for any u 2 U , the total expetedharge on u due to verties in helpers(u) is at most dxue(1� 2�u).Suppose we an ahieve this goal. Thus, the total expeted ost of vertex u 2 U is at mostdxue(1 � 2�u) + dxue = 2dxue(1 � �u) = 2xu. Also, the total expeted size of I is Pv2U 2xv. Thuswe will obtain a 2-approximation in expetation, by using the linearity of expetation.Theorem 4.1 Assume that the expeted harge on u due to verties in helpers(u) is at mostdxue(1 � 2�u). Let Cost be the random variable that represents the ost of our vertex over, C.Then E[Cost℄ � 2 � OPT .Proof We an de�ne Cost as Pu2Udxue+ jIj+ jI 0j. Thus E[Cost℄ =Pu2Udxue+E[jIj℄+E[jI 0j℄.By the laim mentioned earlier, we an harge the ost of I 0 to nodes in U so that the expetedost of eah node u 2 U is dxue(1 � 2�u). We thus obtain Thus E[Cost℄ =Pu2U(dxue+ dxue(1 �2�u)) +Pu2U 2xu �Pu2U 2xu +Pu2U 2xu � 2OPT .In addition, observe that in Step 5(b) a vertex v 2 U n (I [ I 0) always exists. This is beauseu is still in P , and Pe=(u;a);a2I[I0 y0ea < hu. By de�nition of hu we an see that there are nodes inv 2 U n (I [ I 0) that an be hosen.Theorem 4.2 The solution (x0; y0) obtained by the algorithm has the property that x0 is integral,and this is a feasible solution for the relaxation of the IP in Setion 2.Proof First reall that for u 2 U : E0(u) := fe = (u; v)je 2 E0 ^ hev > 0g and du := jE0(u)j.In addition E00(u) := fe = (u; v)je 2 E0 ^ hev = 0g. Similarly, for v 2 U E0(v) := fe = (u; v)je 2E0 ^ hev > 0g and dv := jE0(v)j.We argue that all edges are overed frationally. First note that U is an independent set in thegraph. The edges in E nE0 are all overed frationally, as their end verties are both in U and weround xu to dxue. For the remaining edges e = (u; v) 2 E0, eah edge is provided a overage of y0euone we round xu to dxue. We ould modify this later, but ensure that y0eu + y0ev = 1. In Step 5 ofthe algorithm, we make sure that all verties in P have neighbors hosen (verties in I 0) to provideoverage at least hu (total de�ieny at u).We next argue that we do not violate the apaity of any vertex. In other words, eah vertexovers only kv �x0v edges. For a vertex v 2 I it is easy to see that x0v = 1 and the total frational loadis Pe2E0(v) y0ev = Pe2E0(v) yevxv � kv . This follows sine Pe2E(v) yev � kvxv. For a vertex v 2 I 0,x0v = 1 and Lemma 4.5 ensures that the apaity is not violated.For a vertex u 2 U (after Step 3), we have the following (by the feasible LP solution)Xe2E(u)n(E0(u)[E00(u)) yeu + Xe2E0(u)[E00(u) yeu � kuxu8



Multiplying both sides by dxuexu � 1.Xe2E(u)n(E0(u)[E00(u)) y0eu + Xe2E0(u)[E00(u) y0eu � kudxue:Xe2E(u)n(E0(u)[E00(u)) y0eu + Xe2E0(u) y0eu + jE00(u)j � kudxue:Note that the apaity of this vertex at the end of the algorithm is kudxue. At this stage, if weset x0v = 0 for all verties v 2 U , then the total demand assigned to u will be as follows.Xe2E(u)n(E0(u)[E00(u)) y0eu+jE0(u)j+jE00(u)j � Xe2E(u)n(E0(u)[E00(u)) y0eu+ Xe2E0(u) y0eu+ Xe2E0(u)(1�y0eu)+jE00(u)j� kudxue+ hu:Steps 4 and 5 guarantee that hu amount of overage will be provided by the neighbors of u inU . Thus we are able to get a frational y0 that satis�es the LP onstraints (with an integral x0).Note that eah step we when add nodes to I [ I 0 these newly nodes take away some of the demandassigned to u. When the demand assigned to u redues by at least hu, we get a valid over whereall the edges are frationally overed.Step 6 ensures that we �nd an integral overing from the frational overing produed in Step5.4.1 PreliminariesWe �rst show that our preproessing step is justi�able. Lemma 4.3 shows that the optimal integralsolution value remains unhanged after the preproessing step; in partiular, the ost of the LPsolution for the preproessed graph is a lower bound on the ost of of the original instane, whihis what we need.Lemma 4.3 Let Go be the original graph instane. Let Gn be the new graph instane that resultsafter the pre-proessing step (Step 1). Let OPT (Go) and OPT (Gn) represent the optimal solutionsin Go and Gn respetively. We laim that the two optimal solutions have the same ost.Proof Let R = fv : b0v < bvg. Observe that eah vertex in R is a apaity-1 vertex. For avertex v 2 R and any solution S, let NSv denote the number of opies of v used by solution S. LetOPT (Go) be an optimal solution S to Go in whih the following potential funtion � is minimized:�(S) := Xv: NS(v)>b0v(NSv � b0v):(Note that if NS(v) > b0v, then v 2 R.) First suppose this minimum value of � is zero; thus, thereexists an optimal solution to the original instane in whih for all v, the number of opies of v usedis at most b0v. However, we know from (P3) { see the remark in Step 1 of the algorithm { that inany suh solution, we must have xv = b0v for eah apaity-1 vertex v. Thus, the extra onstraint9



imposed in Step 2 of the algorithm does not hange the set of feasible solutions of the IP, and theproof if ompleted.So, suppose the minimum value of � is positive. For onveniene, we simply let Nv denotethe number of opies of vertex v used by OPT (Go). Thus, we are now in the ase where the setR0 = fv 2 R : Nv > b0vg is nonempty. We now present a proof by ontradition that R0 must beempty.Construt a direted graph H having the same vertex set as Go. Inlude an ar (a; b) in H i�edge (a; b) in Go is overed by a in OPT (Go) and by b in OPT (Gn). Note that every element ofR0 has outdegree stritly larger than its indegree in H. We now onstrut a direted path Q in Has follows. Initialize a direted graph H 0 to H. If there is a simple yle in H 0, delete all its edges;repeat this until no yles are left in H 0. Note that it is still true that every element of R0 hasoutdegree stritly larger than its indegree in H 0. Thus, H 0 is now a direted ayli graph with atleast one edge. Let v be an arbitrary element of R0 and let Q be a maximal path in H 0 startingfrom v. Let w be the last vertex in the path. Now onsider this simple path Q in H, and note thatw has its indegree stritly more than its out-degree, in H.Consider a new solution to the original instane whih is the same as OPT (Go), exept that: (i)the number of opies of vertex v is redued by 1, and (ii) a new opy of w is added to the solutioni� the total number of opies of w in OPT (Go) is at most b0w�1. In the new solution, let the edgesof Q have the same assignment as in OPT (Gn); the assignment of edges to all other verties remainthe same as in OPT (Go). We will now show that this new assignment does not violate the apaityonstraint (onstraint (1) in LP) of any vertex. The only verties that are a�eted are the vertiesin Q. Sine one edge is \moved away" from v and sine v has apaity 1, it is feasible to remove oneopy of v; this is where we use the fat that v has apaity 1. What about w? First let us onsiderthe ase in whih no new opy of w is added to the solution. Sine w has its indegree stritly morethan its out-degree in H, w overs at least one more edge in OPT (Gn) than it overs in OPT (Go).Sine OPT (Go) and OPT (Gn) both use b0w opies of w, the total apaity of w (kwb0w) is the samein OPT (Go) and in OPT (Gn). Thus, w overs at most kwb0w � 1 edges in OPT (Go). Thus inOPT (Go), w has a spare apaity of at least 1 that it uses to over its inoming edge in Q. Everyother vertex whose overing is di�erent than in OPT (Go) is an internal vertex of Q. Eah suhvertex unovers one edge (outgoing edge in Q) and overs a new edge (inoming edge in Q), heneits apaity onstraints are not a�eted. The ost of this solution is the same as OPT (Go) andit dereases � by one, ontraditing the minimality of OPT (Go) w.r.t. �. Now onsider the asewhen a new opy of w is added to the solution. Again, the ost of the new solution is the same asthat of OPT (Go) and � is lessened again: note that although we add a opy of w, w still does notontribute to � sine its new number of opies is at most b0w.Thus we see that R must be empty, onluding the proof.Lemma 4.4 Every vertex in U has apaity at least 2.Proof If a vertex v has apaity 1, then xv is a positive integer (Step 1). Hene, all apaity-1verties belong to U .Lemma 4.5 Let e = (u; v) and v 2 helpers(u). Vertex v an ontribute 1 towards hu withoutviolating its apaity. 10



Proof Sine v 2 helpers(u), we have that y0ev = 1. To prove our laim, we must show thatPf=(w;v)^f 6=e y0fv + 1 � kv. The L.H.S. evaluates toXf2E(v)nfeg yfv + 1 � Xf2E(v) yfv + 1:Using onstraint (1), we get that the L.H.S. is at most kvxv +1 � kv=2+1 � kv. This is true sinekv � 2.In partiular, we dedue:Lemma 4.6 Eah vertex u 2 P is harged at most dhue by verties in I 0, i.e., jhelpers(u)j � dhue.Remark: Reall our primary goal from the beginning of this setion. If xu = 1=2, then the goalis trivially ahieved sine E0(u) = ;. Hene, whenever we need to alulate the expeted ost of avertex u 2 U , we assume from now on that 0 � �u < 1=2.We next de�ne a ouple of key random variables.Notation: Let u 2 U . We let Zu be the random variable denoting the help reeived by vertex uin Step 4 of the algorithm, i.e., Zu = Pe=(u;v)2E0(u):v2I yev=xv . Also, Xu is the random variabledenoting the total harge on u due to verties in I 0.Lemma 4.7 Let u 2 U . Then, �u := E[Zu℄ � 2hu(1� �u)=(1� 2�u).Proof Reall that hu =Pe=(u;v)2E0(u)(yev��u)=(1��u) and that du = jE0(u)j. By the de�nitionof expetation, we have �u = Xe=(u;v)2E0(u)(yev=xv)2xv= 2 Xe=(u;v)2E0(u) yev (2)= 2(1 � �u)hu + 2du�u= 2hu + 2�u(du � hu) (3)Sine du � �u, we have du � 2hu+2�u(du� hu). This gives us du� hu � hu=(1� 2�u). Combiningthis inequality with (3), we get �u � 2hu + 2�uhu=(1� 2�u) = 2hu(1� �u)=(1 � 2�u):Notation: From now on, let exp(x) denote ex.Lemma 4.8 Consider any u 2 U . Let �u = E[Zu℄. Then,E[Xu℄ � bhuXi=0 �exp(�Æi)=(1 � Æi)(1�Æi)��u ;where eah Æi lies in the interval [ 12(1��u) + i(1�2�u)2hu(1��u) ; 1℄. When Æi = 1, we evaluate the summandin the limit as Æi ! 1 from above: this limit is exp(��u).11



Proof Note that Xu lies in the set f0; 1; : : : ; dhueg. By de�nition of expetation, we haveE[Xu℄ = dhueXi=1 i � Pr [Xu = i℄ � bhuXi=0 Pr [Xu � i+ 1℄ � bhuXi=0 Pr [Zu � dhue � (i+ 1)℄:Thus we get E[Xu℄ � bhuXi=0 Pr [Zu � hu � i℄ (4)Sine Zu is a sum of independent random variables eah lying in [0; 1℄, we get using the Cherno�-Hoe�ding bound that Pr [Zu � �u(1� Æi)℄ � �exp(�Æi)=(1 � Æi)(1�Æi)��u ;when Æi = 1, the R.H.S. is interpreted in the limit as Æi tends to one from above; i.e., in this ase,the R.H.S. is taken to be exp(��u).The value of Æi is given by 1� Æi = hu � i�u : (5)Combining (5) with Lemma 4.7, we get Æi � 12(1��u) + i(1�2�u)2hu(1��u) .The following has an elementary proof, whih is omitted:Lemma 4.9 For 0 � Æ < 1, the funtion Æ 7! 1=(1� Æ)(1�Æ) attains a maximum value of exp(1=e)at Æ = 1� 1=e.4.2 The analysis of three asesOur primary goal is to show that for any u 2 U , E[Xu℄ � (1� 2�u) � dxue. We now show a strongerversion of this: that E[Xu℄ � 1� 2�u. We do this via three lemmas, whih handle di�erent rangesof the value hu.Lemma 4.10 For any vertex u 2 U , if hu � 2 then E[Xu℄ � 1� 2�u.Proof From Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.9, we get E[Xu℄ � Pbhui=0 (exp(1=e � Æi))�u . FromLemma 4.8, we know that 8i � 0, Æi � 1=2. Hene, 1=e � Æi is always negative. Also, �u isalways positive. Hene, the summand is maximized when �u and Æi are minimized. Thus, we getE[Xu℄ � bhuXi=0 �exp�1e � hu + i(1 � 2�u)2hu(1� �u) �� 2hu(1��u)1�2�u= bhuXi=0 exp(p� i) �where p = 2hu(1� �u)e(1� 2�u) � hu1� 2�u�= bhuXi=0 exp(p)exp(i)= ee� 1 � exp(p) � (1� exp(�bhu � 1))� ee� 1 � exp(p) � (1� exp(�hu � 1)): (6)12



We will now show that f(hu) = exp(p) � (1 � exp(�hu � 1)) is a dereasing funtion of hu. Notethat f 0(hu) = exp(p) � ( 2(1 � �u)e(1 � 2�u) � 11� 2�u )� exp(p� hu � 1) � ( 2(1 � �u)e(1� 2�u) � 11� 2�u � 1):The expression � 2(1��u)e(1�2�u) � 11�2�u� is negative sine 2(1 � �u)=e < 1. Sine the �rst term domi-nates the seond term, f 0(hu) is negative. Thus f(hu) is dereasing and is maximized when hu isminimized. When hu = 2, p = 4(1 � �u)e(1� 2�u) � 21� 2�u = 2e � K11� 2�u ;where K1 is the positive onstant (2e� 2)=e. Thus, from (6), it is suÆient to show that8�u 2 [0; 1=2); K2 � exp(�K1=(1� 2�u)) � 1� 2�u;where K2 is the onstant e2+e+1e2 � exp(2=e). Making the substitution  = 11�2� and taking thenatural logarithm on both sides, it suÆes to show:8 � 1; � ln +K1 � lnK2 � 0:The inequality holds for  = 1. Also, for  > 1, the funtion  7! � ln + K1 � lnK2 hasderivative K1 � 1= ; sine K1 = 2� 2=e is greater than 1, the funtion inreases for  > 1, and sowe are done.The next two lemmas handle the ase where hu < 2. The Cherno�-Hoe�ding bound-basedapproah does not seem strong enough in this ase, and we resort to another approah in the proofsof these lemmas.Lemma 4.11 For any vertex u 2 U , if 0 < hu < 1 then E[Xu℄ � 1� 2�u.Proof We start with a useful observation. Suppose e = (u; v) 2 E0(u). Then,xv � yev = 1� yeu > 1� xu=dxue = �u: (7)The inequality follows beause yeu < xu=dxue; otherwise yeudxue=xu � 1 implying that hev = 0,whih is not possible as we are assuming that hev > 0 sine the edge is in E0(u).Reall that du = jE0(u)j. Consider �rst the ase du = 1. With a probability of 2xv � 2�u,v 2 I and u reeives the help hu. Hene, the probability with whih u partiipates in Step 5, i.e.,u 2 P , is at most 1 � 2�u. In that ase, jhelpers(u)j � 1. Hene, E[Xu℄ � 1 � 2�u. Next onsiderthe ase du = 2. Let e1 = (u; v) and e2 = (u;w) be the edges in E0(u). From (3), we know that�u � 2hu. Sine the expeted help reeived from the two neighbors v and w is at least 2hu, the helpreeived from one of the two neighbors v or w must be at least hu if its hosen in I. Assume thatthe help reeived from v is at least hu. Sine xv � �u, the probability of u reeiving help of hu inthe randomized rounding step (Step 4) is at least 2�u. Hene, u partiipates in Step 5 (AlterationStep) of the algorithm with a probability of at most 1 � 2�u; if it does partiipate, then Xu = 1with probability 1 by Lemma 4.6, sine hu � 1. Thus, we get E[Xu℄ � 1� 2�u.13



For the remainder of the proof, we assume that du � 3. Sine hu < 1, we know from (4) thatE[Xu℄ � Pr [Zu � hu℄. Let Zu =Pe=(u;v)2E0(u) Zev, where Zev is the random variable that denotesthe amount of help that v provides to u in Step 4 of the algorithm. Next suppose X is a randomvariable with mean � and variane �2; suppose a > 0. Then, the well-known Chebyshev's inequalitystates that Pr [jX � �j � a℄ is at most �2=a2. We will need stronger tail bounds than this, but onlyon X's deviation below its mean. The Chebyshev-Cantelli inequality shows thatPr [X � �� a℄ � �2=(�2 + a2): (8)De�ne yu = Pe=(u;v)2E0(u) yevdu ;note that 0 � �u < yu < 1=2; (9)sine �u < yev � xv < 1=2 by (7), and sine jE0(u)j = du. We will use (8) to bound Pr [Zu � hu℄.Thus, setting �u � a = hu and using (2) we geta = �u� hu = 2 Xe=(u;v)2E0(u) yev � Xe=(u;v)2E0(u)(yev � �u)=(1� �u) = 2duyu� (duyu� du�u)=(1� �u):This gives us a = du �2yu � yu � �u1� �u � : (10)Let �2u and �2ev denote the variane of the random variables Zu and Zev respetively. Sine Zu isthe sum of the independent random variables Zev, we get�2u = Xe=(u;v)2E0(u) �2ev = Xe=(u;v)2E0(u)(E[Z2ev℄�E[Zev℄2):This gives us �2u = Xe=(u;v)2E0(u)(2y2evxv � 4y2ev): (11)For a �xed a, the R.H.S. of (8) is maximized when �2 is maximized. We know that �u � yev �xv < 1=2. The R.H.S. of (11) is maximized when xv is minimized. Also, for a �xed value ofPe=u;v2E0(u) yev, Pe=(u;v)2E0(u) y2ev is minimized when yev = ye0v0 = yu, 8e = (u; v) 2 E0(u) ande0 = (u; v0) 2 E0(u). Note that we are not hanging the value of Pe=(u;v)2E0(u) yev. Substitutingyev = yu and xv = yev = yu in (11), we get�2u � Xe=(u;v)2E0(u) 2yu(1� 2yu) = 2duyu(1� 2yu): (12)Using (8), (10), and (12), we getE[Xu℄ � Pr [Zu � hu℄� �2u=(�2u + a2)� 2duyu(1� 2yu)2duyu(1� 2yu) + d2u (2yu � (yu � �u)=(1� �u))2� 2yu(1� 2yu)2yu(1� 2yu) + 3 �2yu � yu��u1��u �2 ; (13)14



sine du � 3.We will now onsider two ases:Case I: �u > 3yu=4.We would like to upper-bound the value of (yu � �u)=(1 � �u) in (13). We have(yu � �u)=(yu(1� �u)) = 1=(1 � �u)� �u=(yu(1� �u))� 1=(1 � �u)� �u=((4�u=3)(1 � �u))= 1=(4(1 � �u))� 1=2:Thus, substituting the value of (yu � �u)=(1� �u) as yu=2 in (13), we getE[Xu℄ � (2yu(1 � 2yu))=(2yu(1� 2yu) + 3 (2yu � yu=2)2)= (2yu(1 � 2yu))=(2yu � 4y2u + (27y2u=4))� (2yu(1 � 2yu))=2yu= 1� 2yu� 1� 2�u:Case II: �u � 3yu=4.We want to show that E[Xu℄ � 1� 2�u. Thus, it is suÆient to show that the R.H.S. of (13) is atmost 1� 2�u; i.e., it is suÆient to show that2yu(1� 2yu)� 2yu(1� 2yu)(1� 2�u) � 3�2yu � yu � �u1� �u �2 (1� 2�u): (14)We will onsider the L.H.S. and R.H.S. of (14) separately. L.H.S. = 2yu(1�2yu)�2yu(1�2yu)(1�2�u) = 2yu(1� 2yu)(2�u) = 4�uyu(1 � 2yu). Sine �u � 3yu=4, we getL.H.S. � 3y2u(1� 2yu): (15)The R.H.S. evaluates to 3 (yu=(1 � �u) + �u(1� 2yu)=(1 � �u))2 (1� 2�u). Sine yu < 1=2, we getR.H.S � 3y2u(1� 2�u): (16)From (15) and (16) we onlude that L.H.S. � R.H.S. and hene that E[Xu℄ � 1� 2�u.Lemma 4.12 For any vertex u 2 U , if 1 � hu < 2 then E[Xu℄ � 1� 2�u.Proof We will use the notation du, �u, yu, �2u et. as in the proof of Lemma 4.11. As in thatproof, we have �2u � 2duyu(1�2yu): Reall that hu = du(yu��u)=(1��u); also, we have �u = 2duyuby (2). So, by Chebyshev-Cantelli,E[Xu℄ � Pr [Zu � hu � 1℄ + Pr [Zu � hu℄� 2duyu(1� 2yu)2duyu(1� 2yu) + (�u � hu + 1)2 + 2duyu(1� 2yu)2duyu(1� 2yu) + (�u � hu)2= 2duyu(1� 2yu)2duyu(1� 2yu) + (2duyu � du(yu��u)1��u + 1)2 + 2yu(1� 2yu)2yu(1� 2yu) + du(2yu � yu��u1��u )2 (17)15



Now �x �u and yu arbitrarily (subjet to the onstraints 0 � �u < yu � 1=2), and onsider anadversary who wishes to maximize (17) subjet to the onstraint that du is a real number for whihdu(yu � �u)=(1 � �u) � 1. It is then suÆient to show that the maximum value (ahievable by theadversary) is at most 1� 2�u; we will do so now.We now show that (17) is maximized when du(yu� �u)=(1� �u) = 1. It is lear that the seondterm in (17) is maximized when du(yu � �u)=(1 � �u) = 1. We now show that this is also true forthe �rst term in (17). Maximizing this term is equivalent to minimizing its reiproal, whih isequivalent to minimizing (2duyu � du(yu � �u)=(1 � �u) + 1)2du :The derivative of this term w.r.t. du is(2yu � (yu � �u)=(1 � �u))2 � 1=d2u � y2u � 1=d2u;the fat that this is non-negative follows from the fat that duyu � 1 (whih in turn holds, sinedu(yu � �u)=(1 � �u) � 1.) So, to show that (17) is at most 1� 2�u, we need to show that2duyu(1� 2yu)2duyu(1� 2yu) + (2duyu)2 + 2duyu(1� 2yu)2duyu(1� 2yu) + (2duyu � 1)2 � 1� 2�u: (18)Making the substitution z = 2duyu, we make some observations. Sine z = 2yu(1��u)=(yu��u)where 0 � �u < yu, we have z � 2; also, �u = yu(z�2)z�2yu . So, the required bound (18) beomes1� 2yu1� 2yu + z + z(1� 2yu)z(1� 2yu) + (z � 1)2 � 1� 2yu(z � 2)z � 2yu ;i.e., we want to show that z1� 2yu + z � z(1 � 2yu)z(1� 2yu) + (z � 1)2 � 2yu(z � 2)z � 2yu : (19)Substitute p = 1� 2yu, and note that p 2 [0; 1℄. Simplifying (19), we want to show thatz � (z + p� 1) � ((z � 1)2 � p2) � (1� p) � (z � 2) � (z + p) � ((z � 1)2 + pz):Sine z � 2 and 0 � p � 1, all the fators in this last inequality are non-negative; so, it suÆes toshow that z � (1� p) � (z + p); and (z + p� 1) � ((z � 1)2 � p2) � (z � 2) � ((z � 1)2 + pz). The �rstinequality redues to zp � p(1�p), whih is true sine z � 2 > 1�p. The seond inequality reduesto �p3�p2(z�1)+p+(z�1)2 � 0. For a �xed p, the derivative of the L.H.S. (w.r.t. z) is easily seento be non-negative for z � 2. Therefore, it suÆes to hek that �p3� p2(z � 1) + p+ (z � 1)2 � 0is non-negative when z = 2, whih follows from the fat that p 2 [0; 1℄.5 ConlusionWe have presented what appears to be the best-possible approximation algorithm for the unweightedapaitated vertex-over problem with hard onstraints. It would be interesting to see if there is aombinatorial approximation algorithm ahieving the same approximation ratio.Aknowledgments. We thank Refael Hassin and SeÆ Naor for helpful disussions. We thankthe referees for their very useful omments. 16
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